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To hide the complexity of the underlying system, graph processing frameworks ask programmers to specify

graph computations in user-defined functions (UDFs) of graph-oriented programming model. Due to the na-

ture of distributed execution, current frameworks cannot precisely enforce the semantics of UDFs, leading to

unnecessary computation and communication. It exemplifies a gap between programming model and runtime

execution. This article proposes novel graph processing frameworks for distributed system and Processing-in-

memory (PIM) architecture that precisely enforces loop-carried dependency; i.e., when a condition is satisfied

by a neighbor, all following neighbors can be skipped. Our approach instruments the UDFs to express the

loop-carried dependency, then the distributed execution framework enforces the precise semantics by per-

forming dependency propagation dynamically. Enforcing loop-carried dependency requires the sequential

processing of the neighbors of each vertex distributed in different nodes. We propose to circulant scheduling

in the framework to allow different nodes to process disjoint sets of edges/vertices in parallel while satis-

fying the sequential requirement. The technique achieves an excellent trade-off between precise semantics

and parallelism—the benefits of eliminating unnecessary computation and communication offset the reduced

parallelism. We implement a new distributed graph processing framework SympleGraph, and two variants of

runtime systems—GraphS and GraphSR—for PIM-based graph processing architecture, which significantly

outperform the state-of-the-art.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Graphs capture relationships between entities. Graph analytics has emerged as an important way
to understand the relationships between heterogeneous types of data, allowing data analysts to
draw valuable insights from the patterns for a wide range of real-world applications, including
machine learning tasks [79], natural language processing [3, 26, 81], anomaly detection [60, 70],
clustering [64, 69], recommendation [21, 29, 51], social influence analysis [15, 71, 76], and bioin-
formatics [2, 19, 39].

At the age of big data, the huge graph size, e.g., billions of edges, and the nature of graph com-
putation pose significant challenges to computer system and architecture. First, the large graphs
may not fit into the memory of a single machine; even if they can, the performance will be limited
by the number of cores. Second, real-world graphs are typically sparse and stored in compressed
representation, posing challenges for conventional memory hierarchy. Specifically, graph algo-
rithms typically exhibit poor locality due to the random accesses in updating the neighbors; and
high memory bandwidth requirement due to the small amount of computation between random
accesses.

The two challenges implies that: (1) the computation capability should grow proportionally as
the memory size; and (2) the computation should be conducted near where the graph data are
stored. At system level, it motivates the approach to process graphs with distributed machines. At
architecture level, the Processing-in-memory (PIM) architecture can effectively reduces data
movement between memory and computation by placing computing logic inside memory dies.
Though once believed to be impractical, PIM recently became a practical architecture due to
the emerging 3D stacked memory technology, such as Hybrid Memory Cube (HMC) [16] and
High Bandwidth Memory (HBM) [40]. The architecture is composed of multiple memory cubes.
Within each memory cube, multiple DRAM dies are stacked with Through Silicon Via (TSV) and
provide higher internal memory bandwidth up to 360 GB/s. At the bottom of the dies, computation
logic (e.g., simple cores) can be embedded. Performing computation at in-memory compute logic
can reduce data movements in memory hierarchy. Essentially, PIM provides “memory-capacity-
proportional” bandwidth and scalability.

PIM architecture shares a common abstraction with distributed graph processing: graph process-
ing can be performed with multiple nodes connected by certain communication links, while each
node has its own local memory and computation capability. For distributed graph processing, each
node corresponds to a machine with multi-cores and the memory hierarchy. In high performance
clusters, the machines are connected by Remote Direct Memory Access (RDMA) network. The
latency and bandwidth of accessing local memory are far cheaper than accessing remote memory
in another machine. For PIM architectures such as HMC, each node is a memory cube, which con-
tains stacks of high-bandwidth memory and computation logic. The memory cubes are connected
by SerDes links, with 120 GB/s per link, and each cube can support up to four links. Although
the total external bandwidth between memory cubes is higher than internal bandwidth, recent
studies [1, 83, 86] have shown that the remote communication is still the bottleneck. In this arti-
cle, we use node when describing the idea, which can be applied to both distributed system and
architecture.
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Fig. 1. Bottom-up BFS algorithm.

To hide the detail and complexity of distributed system and architecture, the common approach
is to build a graph processing framework that executes programs written in the graph oriented
programming models (APIs). A number of distributed graph processing frameworks have been
proposed, e.g., Pregel [45], GraphLab [44], PowerGraph [24], D-Galois [18], and Gemini [85].
These frameworks partition the graph to distributed memory, so the neighbors of a vertex are as-
signed to different machines. Similarly, the distributed PIM-based architectures, e.g., Tesseract [1],
GraphP [83], GraphQ [86], and GraphH [17], also support graph algorithms with a runtime frame-
work that handles data in different memory cubes. To achieve the efficient implementations, the
APIs of frameworks for distributed machines and memory cubes are slightly different. The details
will be discussed in Sections 2.2 and 2.3.

In essence, the frameworks can be considered as the interface between algorithms and system/ar-
chitecture. The graph computation is abstracted as vertex-centric User-Defined Functions (UDFs)

P (v ), which is executed for each vertex v . In each P (v ), programmers can access the neighbors of
v as if they are local, this is why the domain-specific APIs can simplify programming. The frame-
work is responsible for transparently distributing the function to different nodes, scheduling the
computations and communication, performing synchronization, and ensure that the distribute exe-
cution output correct results. To achieve good performance, both communication and computation
need to be efficient. The communication problem, which is closely related to graph partition and
replication, has been traditionally a key consideration. Prior works have proposed 1D [44, 45],
2D [24, 85], 3D [82] partition, and investigate the design space extensively [18]. This article makes
the first attempt to improve the efficiency of the two factors at the same time by reducing redun-
dant computation and communication, by enforcing the precise dependency among UDFs.

Loop-carried dependency is a common code pattern used in UDFs: when traversing the neighbors
of a vertex in a loop, a UDF decides whether to break or continue, based on the state of processing
previous neighbors. Specifically, consider two neighbors u1 and u2 of vertex v . If u1 satisfies an
algorithm-specific condition, then u2 will not be processed due to the dependency. The pattern
appears in several important algorithms. Consider the bottom-up breadth-first search (BFS) [7]
with pseudocode in Figure 1(a). In each iteration, the algorithm visits the neighbors of “unvisited”
vertices. If any of the neighbors of the current unvisited vertex is in the “frontier,” then it will no
longer traverse other neighbors and mark the vertex as “visited.”

In distributed frameworks [14, 18, 23, 24, 32, 34, 45, 62, 78, 85], programmers can write a con-
trol flow with the break statement in UDF to indicate the control dependency. Figure 1(b) shows
signal-slot implementation of bottom-up BFS in Gemini [85]. The signal and slot UDF spec-
ify the computation to process each neighbor of a vertex and vertex update, respectively. We see
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Fig. 2. Bottom-up BFS execution.

that the bottom-up BFS UDF has control dependency. The signal function iterates the neighbors
of vertex v , and breaks out of the loop when it finds the neighbor in the frontier (Line 5). This
control dependency expresses the semantics of skipping the following edges and avoids unneces-
sary edge traversals. However, if u1 and u2 are distributed in different machines, then u1 and u2

can be processed in parallel and u2 does not know the state after processing u1. Therefore, the
loop-carried dependency specified in UDF is not precisely enforced in the execution, thereby only
an “illusion.” We will show in Section 2.3 that the frameworks for PIM-based architecture incur
the similar problem.

The consequence of such imprecise execution behavior is unnecessary computation and commu-

nication. As shown in Figure 2, vertex 9 has eight neighbors, two of them (vertex 7 and 8) are
allocated in machine 3, the same as the master copy of vertex 9. The others are allocated in ma-
chine 1 and 2. More background details on graph partition will be discussed in Section 2.2. To
perform the signal UDF in remote machines, mirrors of vertex 9 are created. Update communica-
tion is incurred when mirrors (machine 1 and 2) transfer partial results of signal to the master
of vertex 9 (machine 3). Unnecessary computation is incurred when a mirror performs computa-
tions on vertex 9’s neighbors while the condition has already been satisfied. Unnecessary update
communication is incurred when the mirror sends partial results to the master.

To address this problem, we propose the novel graph processing frameworks for distributed sys-
tem and PIM architecture that precisely enforces loop-carried dependency, i.e., when a condition
is satisfied by a neighbor, all following neighbors can be skipped. Our approach analyzes the UDFs
of unmodified codes, identifies, and instruments UDF to express the loop-carried dependency. The
distributed framework enforces the dependency semantics by performing dynamic dependency
propagation. Specifically, a new type of dependency communication propagates dependency among
mirrors and back to master. Existing frameworks only support update communication, which ag-
gregates updates from mirrors to master.

Enforcing loop-carried dependency requires that all neighbors of a vertex are processed sequen-
tially. To enable sufficient parallelism while satisfying the sequential requirement, we propose
circulant scheduling and divide the execution of each iteration into steps, during which different
nodes—either machines or memory cubes—process disjoint sets of edges and vertices. If one node
determines that the execution should break in a step, then such break information is passed to
the following nodes so that the remaining neighbors are not processed. In practice, the computa-
tion and update communication of each step can be overlapped, thus the fine-grained steps do not
introduce much extra overhead.

An important benefit of the idea is that it not only eliminates unnecessary computation but po-
tentially reduces the total amount of communication. On the one side, small dependency messages
that are organized as a bit map (one bit per vertex) circulating around all mirrors and master, do
not exist in current frameworks, and thus incur extra communication. On the other side, precisely
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Fig. 3. Examples of algorithms with loop-carried dependency.

enforcing loop-carried dependency can eliminate unnecessary computation and update communi-
cation. Our results show that the total amount of communication is indeed reduced in most cases.
To further reduce dependency communication, we can apply differentiates dependency commu-
nication for high-degree and low-degree vertices, and only perform dependency propagation for
high-degree vertices.

Based on the ideas, we implemented a new distributed graph processing framework Symple-
Graph, and two variants of runtime systems—GraphS and GraphSR—for PIM-based graph pro-
cessing architecture. SympleGraph is based on the signal and slot APIs. We apply double buffer-
ing in SympleGraph to enable computation and dependency communication overlapping and al-
leviate load imbalance. GraphS and GraphSR provide the GenUpdate (similar to signal) and
ApplyUpdate (similar to slot) APIs but they are executing on a PIM-based architecture with
very different computation and communication capacity and trade-off. We present the runtime
implementation that carefully handles the synchronization between memory cubes and batched
communication. Moreover, GraphSR further improves the performance for certain algorithms by
accumulating partial results.

To evaluate SympleGraph, we conduct the experiments on three clusters using five algorithms
and four real-world datasets and three synthesized scale-free graphs with R-MAT generator [13].
We compare SympleGraph with two state-of-the-art distributed graph processing systems, Gem-
ini [85] and D-Galois [18]. The results show that SympleGraph significantly advances the state-of-
the-art, outperforming Gemini and D-Galois on average by 1.42× and 3.30×, and up to 2.30× and
7.76×, respectively. The communication reduction compared to Gemini is 40.95% on average, and
up to 67.48%.

We evaluate GraphS and GraphSR with a zSim [63]-based simulator using real-world graphs
as large as Friendster [41] the same algorithms. They are not commonly used in recent works on
graph processing architecture. We compare GraphS and GraphSR to GraphQ, the state-of-the-
art PIM-based graph processing architecture. The results show that GraphS achieves on average
2.2× (maximum 4.37×) speedup, on average 32.8% (maximum 50.5%) inter-cube communication
reduction. They lead to 51.6% energy saving on average. With partial results propagation, GraphSR
achieves on average 12.5× (maximum 19.91×) speedup, on average 90.23% (maximum 97.79%) inter-
cube communication reduction. They lead to 91.4% energy saving on average.

2 BACKGROUND AND PROBLEM FORMALIZATION

2.1 Graph and Graph Algorithm

A graph G is defined as (V, E) where V is the set of vertices, and E is the set of edges (u, v) (u and
v belong to V). The neighbors of a vertex v are vertices that each has an edge connected to v. The
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degree of a vertex is the number of neighbors. In the following, we explain five important iterative
graph algorithms whose implementations based on vertex functions will incur loop-carried de-
pendency in UDF. Figure 3 shows the pseudocode of one iteration of each algorithm in sequential
implementation.

Breadth-First Search. It is an iterative graph traversal algorithm that finds the shortest path in
an unweighted graph. The conventional BFS algorithm follows the top-down approach: BFS first
visits a root vertex, then in each iteration, the newly “visited” vertices become the “frontier” and
BFS visits all the neighbors of the “frontier”.

Bottom-up BFS [7] changes the direction of traversal. In each iteration, it visits the neighbors
of “unvisited” vertices, if one of them is in the “frontier,” the traversal of other neighbors will be
skipped, and the current vertex is added to the frontier and marked as “visited.” Compared to the
top-down approach, bottom-up BFS avoids the inefficiency due to multiple visits of one new vertex
in the frontier and significantly reduces the number of edges traversed.

Maximal Independent Set. An independent set is a set of vertices in a graph, in which any two
vertices are non-adjacent. A Maximal Independent Set (MIS) is an independent set that is not
a subset of any other independent set. A heuristic MIS algorithm (Figure 3(a)) is based on graph
coloring. First, each vertex is assigned distinct values (colors) and marked as active. In each iter-
ation, we find a new MIS composed of active vertices with the smallest color value among their
active neighbors’ colors. The new MIS vertices will be removed from further execution (marked
as inactive).

K-core. A K-core of a graph G is a maximal subgraph of G in which all vertices have a degree at
least k. The standard K-core algorithm [67] (Figure 3(b))1 removes the vertices that have a degree
less than K. Since removing vertices will decrease the degree of its neighbors, the operation is
performed iteratively until no more removal is needed. When counting the number of neighbors
for each vertex, if the count reaches K, we can exit the loop and mark this vertex as “no remove.”

K-means. It is a popular clustering algorithm in data mining. Graph-based K-means [62] is one
of its variants where the distance between two vertices is defined as the length of the shortest path
between them (assuming that the length of every edge is one). The algorithm shown in Figure 3(c)
consists of four steps: (1) Randomly generate a set of cluster centers. (2) Assign every vertex to the
nearest cluster center. (3) Calculate the sum of distance from every vertex to its belonging cluster
center. (4) If the clustering is good enough or the number of iterations exceed some pre-specified
threshold, then terminate the algorithm; else, go to step (1) and repeat the algorithm.

Graph Sampling. It is an algorithm that picks a subset of vertices or edges of the original graph.
We show an example of neighbor vertex sampling in Figure 3(d), which is the core component
of graph machine learning algorithms, such as DeepWalk [58], node2vec [28], and Graph Convo-
lutional Networks [6]. To sample from the neighbor of the vertex based on weights, we need to
generate a uniform random number and find its position in the prefix-sum array of the weights,
i.e., the index in the array that the first prefix-sum element is larger than or equal to our random
number.2

1There are other K-core algorithms with linear time complexity [47]. We choose this algorithm to demonstrate the basic

code pattern. We also compare with the algorithm in evaluation.
2There are other sampling algorithms, such as the alias method. It builds alias table step to exhibit a similar pattern that

searches prefix-sum array. We choose this algorithm, since it reflects our basic code pattern.
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Fig. 4. Signal-slot in pull mode.

2.2 Distributed Graph Processing Frameworks

There are two design aspects of distributed graph framework: programming abstraction, and graph
partition/replication. Programming abstraction deals with how to express algorithms with a ver-
tex function. Graph partition determines how vertices and edges are distributed, replicated, and
synchronized in different machines.

Master-mirror. To describe vertex replications, current frameworks [14, 18, 24, 85] adopt the
master-mirror notion: each vertex is owned by one machine, which keeps the master copy, its repli-
cations on other machines are mirrors. The distribution of masters and mirrors is determined by
graph partition. There are three types of graph partition techniques based on the definition in Ref-
erence [18]. Incoming edge-cut: Incoming edges of one vertex are assigned only to one machine,
while its outgoing edges may be partitioned; Outgoing edge-cut: Outgoing edges of each vertex
are assigned only to one machine, while its incoming edges are partitioned. It is used in several
systems, including Pregel [45], GraphLab [44], and Gemini [85]. Vertex-cut: Both the outgoing and
incoming edges of a vertex can be assigned to different machines. It is used in PowerGraph [24]
and GraphX [25]. Recent work [82] also proposed 3D graph partition that divides the vector data
of vertices into layers. This dimension is orthogonal to the edge and vertex dimensions considered
in other partitioning methods.

We build SympleGraph based on Gemini, the state-of-the-art distributed graph processing frame-
work using outgoing edge-cut partition. However, our ideas also apply to vertex-cut and other
distributed frameworks. It is not applicable to incoming edge-cut, which will be discussed in Sec-
tion 2.4. In outgoing edge-cut, a mirror vertex is generated if its incoming edges are partitioned
among multiple machines. Figure 2 shows an example of a graph distributed in three machines.
Circles with solid lines are masters, and circles with dashed lines are mirrors. Here, vertex 9 has
8 incoming edges, i.e., sources vertex 1 to 8. Machine 1 contains the master of vertex 1 to 3, and
machine 2 contains the master of vertex 4 to 6. The master of vertex 9 resides on machine 3 but its
incoming edges are partitioned across all three machines, so mirrors of v are created on machine
1 and 2.

Signal-slot. Ligra [68] discusses the two modes of signal-slot: push and pull. Push mode traverses
and updates the outgoing neighbors of vertices, while pull mode traverses the incoming neighbors.
The five graph algorithms discussed earlier are more efficient in pull mode in most iterations, and
SympleGraph optimization focuses on pull mode. Figure 4 shows the pseudocode of pull mode.
The signal function is first executed on mirrors in parallel. The mirrors then send update mes-
sages to the master machine. On receiving an update message, the master machine applies the slot
function to aggregate the update, and then eventually updates master vertex after receiving all up-
dates. Figure 2 also illustrated how the signal-slot function is applied for vertex 9. The blue edges
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Fig. 5. GraphP and GraphQ.

(in machine 1 and 2) refer to signals, and the yellow edges (in machine 3) refer to slots. Green edges
across machines indicate communication.

2.3 PIM-based Graph Processing

PIM architecture reduces data movements by performing computations close to where the data are
stored. 3D memory technologies (e.g., HMC [16] and HBM [40]) make PIM feasible by integrating
memory dies and compute logic in the same package, achieving high memory bandwidth and low
latency. Similar to recent works [1, 83, 86], this article considers a general PIM architecture that
captures key features of specific PIM implementations. The architecture is composed of multiple
cubes connected by external links (e.g., SerDes links in HMC with 120GB/s per link). Within each
cube, multiple DRAM dies are stacked with TSV and provide higher internal memory bandwidth
up to 320 GB/s. At the bottom of the dies, computational logics (e.g., simple cores) could be em-
bedded. In Tesseract [1], a small single-issue in-order core is placed at the logic die of each vault.
It is feasible, because the area of 32 ARM Cortex-A5 processors including an FPU (0.68 mm2 for
each core [4]) corresponds to only 9.6% of the area of an 8 Gb DRAM die area (e.g., 226 mm2 [66]).
GraphS assumes the same setting. With 16 cubes, the whole system delivers 5 TB/s memory band-
width, considerably larger than conventional memory systems. Moreover, the memory bandwidth
grows proportionally with capacity in a scalable manner.

All PIM-based graph processing architectures partition the graph into subgraphs that can fit into
each cube. The connectivity of the subgraphs leads to inter-cube communication. GraphP [83]
shows that communication is affected by the graph partition strategy and proposes a method to
reduce the communication from one inter-cube message per cross-cube edge in Tesseract [1] to
one inter-cube message per replica synchronization. This is enabled by assigning disjoint edge
sets to different cubes and generate replicas3 when a vertex is connected to two edges in different
cubes. Evaluation results show that it can reduce inter-cube communication by at least 90% in all
experiments with broadcast optimization. Figure 5(a) illustrates the insights of GraphP. � and �

3The term replica is conceptually the same as mirror in Gemini. In the context of PIM-based graph processing, it is consis-

tent with the existing literature.
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represent source and destination master vertices, respectively. ® represents the replica of a vertex.
Each vertex can have one master and multiple replicas in other cubes depending on graph partition.
In the example, v0 has 10 neighbors, all edges connected to v0 are assigned to cube 0, only one v1

is allocated in the same cube. Since the master of the others v2 ∼ v10 are allocated in remote
cube 1 ∼ cube 3, their replicas are created in cube 1. When the masters of v2 ∼ v10 are updated,
the runtime system will generate inter-cube messages to synchronize the replicas, indicated by
the arrows between cubes. It also shows how the two APIs are executed: GenUpdate generates the
update for a vertex based on all its neighbors; ApplyUpdate updates the property of a vertex, at
the same time the runtime system updates all its replicas.

GraphQ [86] enables regular and batched communication by generating inter-cube messages
between a specific cube pair together. Since APIs and runtime system are decoupled, GraphQ
can also support GenUpdate and ApplyUpdate. Since all communication from cube i and cube
j will happen together in batch, GraphQ naturally performs partial GenUpdate in the sender
before they are transferred to the receiver cube. Thus, we have replicas of the destination (v0)
in cube 1 ∼ cube 3. As shown in Figure 5(b), when partially reduced values are received in cube
0, they can be reduced to a single value and apply to the master of v0 by ApplyUpdate. Thus,
GenUpdate function is executed in both local and remote cubes. Based on the above explana-
tion, GraphQ supports GraphP’s APIs (which can express loop-carried dependency) but enables
more efficient execution than GraphP, we use GraphQ with GenUpdate and ApplyUpdate as the
baseline. We can see that they are equivalent to signal and slot in Gemini. Thus, the proposed
ideas can be implemented similarly. However, the runtime framework of GraphS and GraphSR
have to be built based on the architecture primitives for synchronization and efficient batched
communication.

2.4 Inefficiencies with Existing Frameworks

We can formalize the signal-slot abstraction by borrowing the notions of distributed functions
in Reference [80].

Definition 2.1. We useu to denote a sequence of neighbors of vertexv , and useu1 ⊕u2 to denote
the concatenation ofu1 andu2. A functionH is associative-decomposable if there exist two functions
I and C satisfying the following conditions:

(1) H is the composition of I and C: ∀u, H (u) = C (I (u));
(2) I is commutative: ∀u1,u2, I (u1 ⊕ u2) = I (u2 ⊕ u1);
(3) C is commutative: ∀u1,u2, C (u1 ⊕ u2) = C (u2 ⊕ u1);
(4) C is associative: ∀u1,u2, u3,C (C (u1 ⊕ u1) ⊕ u3) = C (u1 ⊕ C (u2 ⊕ u2)).

Generally, common graph algorithms can be represented by associative-decomposable vertex
functions in Definition 2.1. Intuitively, I and C correspond to signal and slot functions. Note that
the abstraction specification is also a system implementation specification. If C is commutative
and associative, then a system can can perform C efficiently: the execution can be out-of-order
with partial aggregation.

However, this essentially means that existing distributed systems require the graph algorithms
to satisfy a stronger condition.

Definition 2.2. A functionH is parallelized associative-decomposable if there exist two functions
I and C satisfying the conditions of Definition 2.1, and I preserves concatenation in H :

∀u1,u2, H (u1 ⊕ u2) = C (I (u1 ⊕ u2)) = C (I (u1) ⊕ I (u2)) .
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Gemini and other existing frameworks require the graph algorithms to satisfy Definition 2.2,
which offers parallelism and ensures correctness. On the one hand, Gemini can distribute the ex-
ecution of neighbors to different machines, and perform I independently and in parallel. On the
other hand, the output of H is the same as if executing I sequentially.

Existing frameworks are designed for algorithms without loop-carried dependency. We first
define loop-carried dependency and dependent execution. After that, we can rewrite Definition 2.1
as Definition 2.4.

Definition 2.3. We use I (u2 |u1) to denote I (u2) given the state that I (u1) has finished, such
that ∀u1,u2, I (u1 ⊕ u2) = I (u1) ⊕ I (u2 |u1). A function I has no loop-carried dependency if
∀u1,u2, I (u2 |u1) = I (u2).

Definition 2.4. A function H is associative-decomposable if there exist two functions I and C
satisfying the conditions of Definition 2.1. H has the property:

∀u1,u2, H (u1 ⊕ u2) = C (I (u1 ⊕ u2)) = C (I (u1) ⊕ I (u2 |u1)).

By Definition 2.3, these algorithms always satisfy both Definition 2.4 and Definition 2.2. Other-
wise, if a graph algorithm only satisfies Definition 2.4, but not Definition 2.2, existing frameworks
will not output the correct results. Fortunately, many graph algorithms with loop-carried depen-
dency (including the five algorithms in this article) satisfy Definition 2.2, so correctness is not an
issue for existing frameworks.

However, the intermediate output of I can be different. By Definition 2.2, we will execute
I (u1) and I (u2). By Definition 2.4, if we enforce dependency, we will execute I (u1) and I (u2 |u1).
The difference comes down to I (u2) and I (u2 |u1). If we use cost (·) to denote the computation
cost of a function or the communication amount for the output of a function, then a function
I has redundancy without enforcing dependency if ∀u1,u2, cost (I (u2)) ≥ cost (I (u2 |u1))) and
∃u1,u2, cost (I (u2)) > cost (I (u2 |u1)).

We can define functions with break semantics:

∃u1,u2, I (u2 |u1) = I (∅) = ∅.

The computation cost for I (∅) is 0, and the communication cost for ∅ is 0. It is evident that these
functions suffer from the redundancy problem. We can use bottom-up BFS and Figure 2 as an
example to calculate the cost. The computation cost is the number of edges traversed and the
communication cost is the update message to the master. For now, we ignore the overhead of
enforcing dependency. The circles with colors are incoming neighbors that will trigger the break
branch. On machine 1, the signal function breaks traversing after vertex 1, so vertex 2 and vertex
3 are skipped. On machine 2, it iterates all 3 vertices if machine 2 is not aware of the dependency
in machine 1. The computation cost is 4 edges traversed (the sum of machine 1 and machine 2),
and the communication is 2 messages (1 message from each machine). However, if we enforce the
dependency, then all vertices in machine 2 should not have been processed. The computation cost
is 1 edge traversed (only on machine 1) and the communication is 1 message (only from machine 1).

In summary, a graph algorithm with loop-carried dependency can be correct in existing frame-
works, if it satisfies Definition 2.2. However, it can be inefficient with both redundant computation,
and communication when loop-carried dependency is not faithfully enforced in a distributed en-
vironment.

Applicability. The problem exists for all graph partitions except the incoming edge-cut, i.e., all
of the incoming edges of one vertex are on the same machine, and the execution of UDFs is not
distributed to remote machines. To our knowledge, none of distributed systems [14, 18, 23, 24,
32, 34, 45, 62, 78, 85] precisely enforce loop-carried dependency semantics. While the incoming
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Fig. 6. Overall of system and architecture workflow.

edge-cut is an exception, the partition is inefficient and rarely used due to load imbalance issues.
According to D-Galois (Gluon), they used the vertex-cut partition by default, “since it performs
well at scale” [18].

The problem exists for many algorithms with loop-carried dependency. For the other four graph
algorithms discussed in Section 2.1: MIS has control dependency. If one vertex already finds it-
self not the smallest one, then it will not be marked as a new MIS in this iteration and thus
break out of the neighbor traversal. K-core has data and control dependency. If the vertex has
more than K neighbors, then it will not be marked as removed in this iteration, and further
computation can be skipped. K-means has control dependency: when one of the neighbors is
assigned to the nearest cluster center, the vertex can be assigned with the same center. Graph

sampling has data and control dependency. The sample is dependent on the random number and
all the preceding neighbors’ weight sum. It exits once one neighbour is selected. Note that we
use these algorithms as typical examples to demonstrate the effectiveness of our idea. They all
share the basic code pattern, which can be used as the building blocks of other more complicated
algorithms.

3 OVERVIEW OF SYSTEM AND ARCHITECTURE

Our goal is to build new distributed graph processing frameworks and runtime systems that pre-
cisely enforces loop-carried dependency semantics in UDFs. We propose a workflow that consists
of two components. The first one is UDF code analysis, which (1) determines whether the UDF
contains loop-carried dependency; (2) if so, identifies the dependency state that need to be prop-
agated during the execution; and (3) instruments codes of UDF to insert dependency communica-
tion codes executed by the framework to enforce the dependency across distributed nodes. The
second component is system or architecture/runtime supports for loop-carried dependency on the
analyzed UDF codes and communication optimization. The key technique is dependency commu-

nication, which propagates dependency among mirrors and back to master. To enforce dependency
correctly, for a given vertex, execution of UDF related to its neighbors assigned to different nodes
must be performed sequentially. The key challenge is how to enforce the sequential semantics while

still enabling enough parallelism? We solve this problem by circulant scheduling and other commu-
nication optimizations. The overall workflow of the proposed system and architecture is shown in
Figure 6.

4 USER-DEFINED FUNCTION ANALYSIS

4.1 Instrumentation Primitives

We propose dependency communication primitives, which are used internally inside the frame-
work and transparent to programmers. In the following discussion, we assume that the
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Fig. 7. Instrumented bottom-up BFS UDFs.

instrumentation is performed to the programs on Gemini described signal and slot. In Section 6,
we describe the similar procedure for GraphS and GraphSR runtimes. Dependent message has
a data type DepMessage with two types of data members: a bit for control dependency, and data
values for data dependency. To enforce loop-carried dependency, the relevant UDFs need to be
executed sequentially. Two functions emit_dep<T> and receive_dep<T> send and receive the de-
pendency state of a vertex, where the type of T is DepMessage. We first describe how SympleGraph
uses these primitives in the instrumented codes. Shortly, we will describe the details of Symple-
Graph analyzer to generate the instrumented codes.

Figure 7 shows the analyzed UDFs of bottom-up BFS with dependency information and primi-
tive. When processing a vertex u, the framework first executes emit_dep to get whether the fol-
lowing computation related to this vertex should be skipped (Lines 5 ∼ 7). After the vertex u is
added to the current frontier, emit_dep is inserted to notify the next machine, which executes
the function. Note that emit_dep and emit_dep do not specify the sender and receiver of the de-
pendency message, it is intentional as such information is pre-determined by the framework to
support circulant scheduling.

4.2 Code Analysis

To implement the dependent computation of function I in Definition 2.4, we instrument I to in-
clude dependency communication and leave C unchanged. We develop SympleGraph analyzer , a
prototype tool based on Gemini’s signal-slot programming abstraction. To simplify the analyzer
design, we make the following assumptions on the UDFs.

• The UDFs store dependency data in capture variables of lambda expressions. Copy state-
ments of these variables are not allowed so that we can locate the UDFs and variables.
• The UDFs traverse neighbor vertices in a loop.

Based on the assumptions, we design SympleGraph analyzer as two passes in clang LibTooling at
clang-AST level.

(1) In the first pass, our analyzer locates the UDFs and analyzes the function body to determine
whether loop-carried dependency exists.
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(a) Use clang-lib to compile the source code and obtain the corresponding Clang-AST.
(b) Traverse the AST to: (1) locate the UDF; (2) locate all process-edges (sparse-signal, sparse-

slot, dense-signal, dense-slot) calls and look for the definitions of all dense-signal functions;
(3) search for all for-loops that traverse neighbors in dense-signal functions and check
whether loop-dependency patterns exist (there is at least one break statement related to
the for-loop); (4) store all AST nodes of interests;

(2) In the second pass, if the dependency exits, it identifies the dependency state for communi-
cation and performs a source-to-source transformation.

(a) Insert dependency communication initialization code.
(b) Before the loop in UDF, insert a new control flow that checks dependency in preceding

loops with receive_dep.
(c) Inside the loop in UDF, insert emit_dep before the corresponding break statement to prop-

agate the dependency message.

Based on the codes in Figure 1(b), SympleGraph analyzer will generate the source codes in Figure 7.

4.3 Discussion

In this section, we discuss the alternative approaches that can be used to enforce loop-carried
dependency.

New Graph Domain Specific Language. Besides the analysis, SympleGraph provides a new Do-

main Specific Language (DSL) and asks the programmer to express loop dependency and state.
We support a new functional interface fold_while to replace the for-loop. It specifies a state ma-
chine and takes three parameters: initial dependency data, a function that composes dependency
state and current neighbor, a condition that exits the loop. The compiler can easily determine the
dependency state and generate the corresponding optimized code.

Manual analysis and instrumentation. Some will argue that if graph algorithms UDFs are simple
enough, the programmers can manually analyze and optimize the code. SympleGraph also exposes
communication primitives to the programmers so that they can still leverage the optimizations
when the code is not amendable to static analysis.

Manual analysis may even provide more performance benefits, because some optimizations are
difficult for static analysis to reason about. One example is the communication buffer. In bottom-up
BFS, users can choose to repurpose “visited” array as the break dependency state. The “visited” is a
bit vector and can be implemented as a bitmap. When we record the dependency for a vertex, the
“visited” has already been set, so we can reduce computation by avoiding the bit set operation in
the dependency bitmap. When we send the dependency, we can actually send “visited” and avoid
the memory allocation for dependency communication.

However, writing such optimizations manually is not recommended for two reasons. First, the
optimizations in memory footprint and computation are not the bottleneck to the overall perfor-
mance. The memory reduction is one bit per vertex, while in every graph algorithm, the data field
of each vertex takes at least four bytes. As for the computation reduction, setting a bit sequentially
in a bitmap is also negligible compared with the random edge traversals. In our evaluation, the per-
formance benefit is not noticeable (within 1% in execution time). Second, manual optimizations will
affect the readability of the source code, and increase the burden of the user, hurting programma-
bility. It contradicts the original purpose of domain-specific systems. The programmers need to
have a solid understanding of both the algorithm and the system. In the same example, there is
another bitmap “frontier” in the algorithm. However, it is incorrect to repurpose “frontier” as the
dependency data.
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Fig. 8. Circulant Scheduling.

5 SYMPLEGRAPH SYSTEM

In this section, we discuss how SympleGraph schedules dependency communication to enforces
dependent execution and several system optimizations.

5.1 Enforcing Dependency: Circulant Scheduling

By expanding the signal expressions in Figure 4 for all vertices, we have Figure 8, a nested loop.
Our goals are to (1) parallelize the outer loop and (2) enforce the dependency order of the inner
loop. However, if each vertex starts from the same machine, then the other machines are idle and
parallelism is limited. To preserve parallelism and enforce dependency simultaneously, we have
to schedule each vertex to start with mirrors from different machines. We formalize the idea as
circulant scheduling, which divides the iteration intop steps forp machines and execute I according
to a circulant permutation. In fact, any cyclic permutation will work, and we choose one circulant
for simplicity.

Definition 5.1 (Circulant Scheduling). A circulant permutation σ is defined as σ (i ) = (i+p−1)%p,
and initially σ (i ) = i, i = 0, . . . , (p − 1). The vertices in a graph is divided into p disjoint sets

according to he master vertices. Let u (i ) denote the sequence of neighbors of master vertices on

machine i . In step j (j = 0, 1, . . . ,p − 1), circulant scheduling executes I (u (i ) ) on machine σ j (i ).

Circulant scheduling achieves the two goals and the correctness can be inferred from the prop-
erties of permutation. For any specific vertex set, its execution follows the order of I (uσ j−1 |uσ 0 ⊕
uσ 1 ⊕ ... ⊕ uσ j−2 ), starting from step 0. For any specific step j, the scheduling specifies different
machines, because σ j is a permutation. For example, the permutation of step 0 based on (0, 1, 2, 3)
is σ 0 = (3, 0, 1, 2). In step 0 (the first step), I (u (0) ) (the sequence of neighbors of master vertices
on machine 0) is processed on machine 3 (σ 0 (0) = 3). In step 1 (the second step), σ 1 = (2, 3, 0, 1),
I (u (0) ) is processed on machine 2 (σ 1 (0) = 2).

Figure 9 shows an example with four machines. Figure 9 (a) shows the matrix view of the graph.
An element (i,j) in the matrix represents an edge (vi ← vj ). Similarly, we use the notion [i, j]
to represent a subgraph with edges from machine i to machine j. Based on circulant scheduling,
machine 0 first processes all edges in [0, 1] and then [0, 2], [0, 3], [0, 0]. [0, 1] contains the edges
between master vertices on machine 1 and their neighbors in machine 0. The other machines are
similar. In the same step, each machine i processes edges in different subgraph [i, j] in parallel.
For example, in step 0, the subgraphs processed by machine 0, 1, 2, 3 are [0, 1],[1, 2],[2, 3],[3, 0],
respectively. After all steps, edges in [j, i], j ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}, are processed sequentially.

Figure 9(b) shows the step execution according to Figure 9(a) with dependency communication.
The dependency communication pattern is the same for all steps: each machine only communi-
cates with the machine on its left. Note that circulant scheduling enables more parallelism, because
each machine processes disjoint sets of edges in parallel. It is still more restrictive than arbitrary
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Fig. 9. A Circulant Scheduling Example. Panel (a) shows the graph partitions and their corresponding steps

in the schedule. Panels (b, c) show the communication flow.

execution. Without circulant scheduling, a machine has the freedom to process all edges with
sources allocated to this machine (a range of rows in Figure 6(a)); with circulant scheduling, dur-
ing a given step (a part of an iteration), the machine can only process edges in the corresponding
subgraph. In another word, the machine loses the freedom to process edges in other steps during
this period. The evaluation results in Section 7 will show that the eliminated redundant computa-
tion and communication can fully offset the effects of reduced parallelism.

Figure 9 also shows the key difference between dependency and update communication. The
dependency communication happens between two steps, because the next step needs to receive
it before execution to enforce loop-carried dependency. For update communication, each machine
will receive from all remote machines by the end of the current iterations, when local reduction and
update are performed. The circulant scheduling will not incur much additional synchronization
overhead by transferring dependency communication between steps, because it is much smaller
than dependency communication. Moreover, before starting a new step, if a machine does not wait
for receiving the full dependency communication from the previous step, the correctness is not
compromised. With incomplete information, the framework will just miss some opportunities to
eliminate unnecessary computation and communication. In fact, Gemini can be considered as a
special case without dependency communication.

5.2 Differentiated Dependency Propagation

This section discusses an optimization to further reduce communication. In circulant scheduling,
by default, every vertex has dependency communication. For vertices with a lower degree, they
have no mirrors on some machines, thus dependency communication is unnecessary. Figure 10
shows the execution of two vertices L and H in basic circulant scheduling. The system has five
machines. Two vertices have masters in machine 1. For simplicity, the figure removes the edges
for signal functions. The green and red edges are update and dependency messages. For vertex
H, every other machine has its mirror. Therefore, the dependency message is propagated across
all mirrors and potentially reduces computation and update communication in some mirrors. For
vertex L, only machine 2 has its mirror. However, we still propagate its dependency message from
machine 1 to machine 5.

One naive solution to avoid unnecessary communication for vertex L is to store the mirror
information in each mirror. Before sending the dependency communication of a vertex, we first
check the machine number of the next mirror. However, the solution is infeasible for three reasons:
First, the memory overhead for storing the information is prohibitive. The space complexity is
the same as the total number of mirrors O ( |E |). Second, dependency communication becomes
complicated in circulant scheduling. Consider a vertex with mirrors in machines 2 and 4, even
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Fig. 10. Differentiated dependency propagation.

when there is no mirror of the vertex on machine 3, we still need to send a message from machine
2 to machine 3, because we cannot discard any message in circulant communication. Third, it does
not allow batch communication, since the communication pattern for contiguous vertices are not
the same.

To reduce dependency communication with smaller benefits, we propose to differentiate the
dependency communication for high-degree and low-degree vertices. The degree threshold is an
empirical constant. The intuition is that dependency communication is the same for the high-
degree and low-degree vertices, but the high-degree vertices can save more update communication.
Therefore, SympleGraph only propagates dependency for high-degree vertices. For low-degree
vertices, we can fall back to the original schedule: each mirror directly sends the update messages
to the machine with the master vertex.

Differentiated dependency propagation is a trade-off. Falling back for low-degree vertices may
reduce the benefits of reducing the number of edges traversed. However, since the low-degree
vertices have fewer neighbors, the redundant computation due to loop-carried dependency is also
insignificant, because it skips less neighbors. PowerLyra [14] proposed differentiated graph parti-

tion. One of the key idea is to not replicate low-degree vertices. It reduces the number of mirrors
to zero, and the neighbors of the vertices are local. Therefore, it eliminates both the update and
dependency communication for these vertices. SympleGraph is orthogonal to graph partition op-
timizations like PowerLyra. SympleGraph will not change the communication and computation
pattern of low-degree vertices, as required by PowerLyra. Instead, SympleGraph enables a new
communication for high-degree vertices.

5.3 Hiding Latency with Double Buffering

In circulant scheduling, although disjoint sets of vertices can be executed in parallel within one
step, and the computation and update communication can be overlapped, the dependency commu-
nication appears in the critical path of execution between steps. Before each step, every machine
waits for the dependency message from the predecessor machine. It is not a global synchroniza-
tion for all machines: synchronization between machine 1 and 3 is independent of that between
machine 1 and 2. However, it still impairs performance. Besides the extra latency due to the depen-
dency message, it also incurs load imbalance within the step. However, all existing load balancing
techniques focus on an entire iteration and cannot solve our problem. As a result, the overall per-
formance is affected by the slowest step.

We propose double buffering optimization that enables computation and dependency communi-
cation overlap and alleviates load imbalance. Figure 11 demonstrates the key idea with an example.
We consider two machines and the first two steps. Specifically, the figure shows the dependency
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Fig. 11. Double buffering.

communication from machine 1 to machine 3 in step 1 in red. We also add back the blue signal
edges to represent the computation on the mirrors. In circulant scheduling, the dependency com-
munication starts after all computation is finished for the mirrors of partition 2 in machine 1.

With double buffering, we divide the mirror vertices in each step into two groups, A and B. First,
each machine processes group A and generates its dependency information, which is sent before
the processing of vertices in group B. Therefore, the computation on group B is overlapped with
the dependency communication for group A, and can be done in the background. In the example,
machine 3 will receive the dependency message of group 2A earlier so that the processing of
vertices in group 2A in machine 3 does not need to wait until machine 1 finishes processing all
vertices in both group 2A and 2B. After the second group is processed, its dependency message is
sent, and the current step completes. Before starting the next step, machine 3 only needs to wait
for the dependency message for group A, which was initiated earlier before the end of the step.

Double buffering optimization addresses two performance issues. First, at the sender side, group
A communication is overlapped with group B, while group B communication can be overlapped
with group A computation in the next step. Second, the synchronization wait time is reduced due
to reduced load imbalance. Consider the potential scenario of load imbalance in Figure 11, machine
3 (receiver) has much less load in step 1 and proceeds to the next step before machine 1. only waits
for the dependency message of group A. Since that message is sent first, it is likely to have already
arrived. Without double buffering, machine 3 has to wait for the full completion of machine 1 in
step 1.

Importantly, the double buffering optimization can be perfectly combined with the differenti-
ated optimization. We can consider the high-degree and low-degree vertices as two groups. Since
processing low-degree vertices does not need synchronization, we can overlap it with dependency
communication. In the example, if dependency from machine 1 has not arrived, we can start low-
degree vertices in step 2 without waiting.

5.4 Implementation Details

SympleGraph is implemented using C++ based on Gemini and its signal-slot interface. The key
component is the dependency communication library.

SympleGraph builds dependency data structure from data fields in struct DepMessage. Depen-
dency primitives will access the data structures by setting and reading the bits/data of each vertex.
For efficient parallel access, we organize the data in Struct of Arrays (SOA). Each data field is
instantiated as an array of the type. The size of each array is the number of vertices. The special
bit field designed for the control dependency will become a bitmap data structure.

On each machine, SympleGraph starts a dependency communication coordinator thread respon-
sible for transferring dependency message and synchronization. Before execution, coordinator
threads set up network connection and initialize the dependency data structures. SympleGraph
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Fig. 12. The runtime implementation of GraphS and GraphSR.

also considers NUMA-aware optimizations: We set the affinity of coordinator and the communi-
cation buffer for better NUMA locality.

To leverage multi-core hardware in each machine, we start multiple worker threads. During
the execution, each worker thread generates the dependency message and notifies the coordina-
tor thread. Before the execution, each worker thread queries the coordinator to check whether
the dependency message has arrived. The granularity of worker-coordinator notification is a crit-
ical factor for communication latency. If we batch all the communication in worker threads, then
the latency of dependency will increase. If we send the message too frequently, then the worker-
coordinator synchronization overhead becomes considerable.

To implement circulant scheduling, we change the scheduling order in the framework. For dif-
ferential propagation, we need to divide the vertices into two groups by their degrees in the pre-
processing step. For the degree threshold, we search powers of two with the best performance
and use 32 for all evaluation experiments. In the implementation, we generalize double-buffering
by supporting more than two buffers to handle different overlap cases. If the processing of low-
degree vertices cannot be fully overlapped with dependency communication, then more buffers
are necessary.

SympleGraph supports RDMA network using MPI. We use MPI_Put for one-sided communi-
cation. For synchronization across steps, we use MPI_Win_lock/MPI_Win_unlock operations to
start/end a RDMA epoch on the sender side. It is the “passive target synchronization” where the
remote receiver does not participate in the communication. It incurs no CPU overhead on the
receiver side.

6 GRAPHS AND GRAPHSR RUNTIME AND ARCHITECTURE

This section discusses the detailed GraphS and GraphSR runtime system implementations. Since
both GraphQ and GraphS use circulant scheduling with update communication, we build the
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Fig. 13. GraphS runtime.

runtime of GraphS based on GraphQ with two modifications: (1) implementing GenUpdate and
ApplyUpdate APIs, instead of processEdge, reduce, and apply; (2) adding dependency communi-
cation operations to send and receive Bitmap. Specifically, SendBitMap sends BitMap to the next
memory cube in circulant scheduling with cube ID as the parameter. RecvBitMap receives BitMap
from the previous cube in circulant scheduling. In Section 6.1, we describe the basic GraphS run-
time in which the master cube of a vertex collects the partial results of GenUpdate from all remote
replica cubes and generates the final update. It follows the procedure in Figure 5(b). Then, we pro-
pose an optimized design GraphSR in which the partial results of GenUpdate are passed around
cubes, since partial results accumulation can lead to further computation and communication re-
duction. This optimization is not applicable to all algorithms, we will discuss the observation,
applicability, and detailed design in Section 6.2.

6.1 GraphS Runtime System

Figure 12(a) shows the implementation of GraphS runtime. Each cube has (1) sendBuf and
recvBuf for batched inter-cube update communication; (2) Bitmap to keep the dependency in-
formation dynamically. Batched communication is initialized in all cubes before an iteration starts.
An iteration is divided into N steps, where N is the number of cubes. As shown in Figure 9, each
cube will have to receive the dependency communication from the previous cube in circulant
scheduling except the first step. It is performed by RecvBitMap (Line 7). The Bitmap of each cube
is always written by a remote cube. We calculate destinations of update and dependency com-
munication (Lines 9 ∼ 12) according to the patterns in Figures 9(c) and 9(b), respectively. Each
cube locally computes the partial results of GenUpdate for vertices in the current grid determined
by [myId,upNext] (Lines 14 ∼ 16). These results will be used in calculating the final updates for
destinations of all edges in the current grid, and are stored in sendBuf. In the local Bitmap, bits
corresponding to the updated vertices are set (emit_dep in Figure 7). Next, the partial results and
a range of bits in Bitmap are sent to the calculated destinations as update and dependency commu-
nication, respectively (Lines 20 and 21). The sender cube knows Bitmap address in the destination
cube, and only non-zero bytes are transferred—if any bit in a byte is non-zero, we transfer the
byte. At the end of each step, each cube has to receive the batched update communication and per-
form ApplyUpdate based on the received partial results (recvBuf). It is similar to GraphQ, and
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Fig. 14. GraphSR insights.

the update communication of the previous step can be overlapped with the computation of the
current step. At the end of the last step, all cubes will perform a final and local ApplyUpdate. The
execution of GraphS runtime with four cubes is illustrated in Figure 13.

6.2 GraphSR Runtime System

Insight. For certain algorithms, it is beneficial to accumulate partial results to expedite the termi-
nation of correct computation and further reduce redundant work. Consider the k-core algorithm,
which finds all vertices with degrees ≥ k, when k = 4, if each cube has less than 4 vertices con-
nected to the master vertex in a remote cube, no computation and communication can be saved.
It is shown in Figure 14 (a) with 16 cubes. The black edges are edges of C0. They also indicate the
potential update communication. However, it is still different from the exact algorithm semantics,
which will stop traversing after 4 neighbors have been identified. Essentially, GraphS runtime
only improves GraphQ when 4 or more neighbors are identified in a single cube. To truly enforce
the precise semantics, partial results have to be accumulated and passed around cubes.

Consider a vertex v in the master cube, which first performs local GenUpdate (not shown), since
if the result4 for vertex v can be generated locally, there is no need to check the vertex further
in other cubes. If the result is not generated, then the master cube will send the current partial
results to the next cube in circulant scheduling, which execute GenUpdate using both its local
data and the received partial results. If the “positive” final result (degree ≥ 4) is obtained in a
cube, then it will directly send it to the master cube, which updates the master copy of the vertex.
Otherwise, the partial result will be sent to the next cube in the fixed circulant scheduling that has

vertices connected to the master vertex v. This policy avoids unnecessary communication between
cubes, which only passes around irrelevant partial results. The ideas are shown in Figure 14(b).
The red edges indicate communication messages in GraphSR. Cube 1 generates partial results 3
(no neighbor is found in cube 0), which is passed to cube 3, since cube 2 does not have vertices
connected to v in cube 0.

4The result in k-core for a vertex is a boolean indicating whether it has ≥ k neighbors.
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Fig. 15. Percentage of unsatisfied high-degree vertex (Kcore4 & MIS).

Benefits over GraphS. We run a static analysis to simulate the first iteration of K-core (K=4) and
MIS algorithm. Figures 15(a) and 15(b) show the percentage of high-degree vertices that are not
finished at the end of current step, with graph TT and WK as examples. This percentage is always
lower for GraphSR, which leads to less communication.

Implementation. Based on these insights, we can implement GraphSR, a runtime system that
further eliminates redundant computation and communication in GraphS. The data movements
between cubes in GraphSR are essentially a combination of update (for partial results) and de-
pendency communication. Intuitively, communication for a vertex happens when “the condition
needs to be checked in the receiver cube with the provided partial result.” To compute the first
partial result, each cube will execute locally and them follows the circulant scheduling. Thus the
step scheduling is circular left shift by one position from Figure 9(a), shown in Figure 14(c). The
corresponding execution is shown in Figure 14(d). GraphSR no longer has two types of commu-
nications, so we use the same color.

The key feature of GraphSR is that a cube can send multiple batched communications to dif-
ferent remote cubes. It is due to the policy mentioned earlier: for a vertex v, a cube only sends
the message to the next cube that has v’s neighbors, so certain cube can be skipped, e.g., C2 in
Figure 14(b). The message between two cubes (Ci and Cj ) and two consecutive steps includes
the batched partial results of vertices that are obtained in Ci and need to be further checked in
Cj . Thus, the message between (Ci and Cj ) and message between (Ci and Cj ) between two given
steps contain partial results for disjoint set of vertices. As shown in Figure 14(d), with four cubes,
the first local cube may send to all three remote cubes (between S0 and S1). After the first re-
mote cube, each cube may still send to all three others—when the result may be found and sent
back to the master cube (between S1 and S2). However, between S2 and S3, each cube may only
send to two other cubes, this is because the partial results only propagate forward. Eventually,
after the last step in the scheduling, each cube can only send one message back to the master
cube. In general, with N cubes, the maximum number of possible messages between Si and Si+1 is:
(N-1) for i=0,1; (N-i) for i = 2, . . . , (N − 1).

For a vertex v, the next cube to send the partial result can be determined statically—it is a func-
tion of graph partition. We can obtain that information in pre-processing and store it in a table
vertexMapping in each cube, each vertex needs loд2N bits. The overhead of generating this infor-
mation is negligible, since such information can be directly obtained when assigning each edge to
a cube at the graph partitioning time.
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The detailed GraphSR runtime implementation is shown in Figure 12(b). At every step, each
cube computes curMasterID (Line 5)—the master cube of the incoming partial results. If the con-
dition is satisfied in the current cube or it is the last in the ring, then the result needs to be sent
back to cube curMasterID. Each entry in recvBuf has the default value SKIP and it will be only
changed if partial result is received, which means that the cube needs to compute the update us-
ing received partial result and local vertices. It is done by GenUpdateR (Line 11), which can be
generated by adding partial result as an input. If the result is computed (should terminate) or the
cube is the last one, then the result needs to be placed in result batch by addToResultBatch (Line
14), which is sent to cube curMasterID (Line 25). If the result is not computed (need to forward),
then the partial result is placed in normal batch by addToBatch (Line 16), which is sent to corre-
sponding cube (Line 21). The cubes in the circle receive multiple normal batch at Line 33 and each
master cube receives result batch at Line 28. After computing partial results, if a cube does not
have anything to send to another one expecting an incoming forward message, it needs to send a
small “dummy” message to avoid deadlock. This is not shown in Figure 13.

Applicability. Besides k-core algorithm, the idea of GraphSR also improves MIS, where the key
operation is to compare a vertex v’s randomly assigned “color” to all its neighbors’ color so that
all vertices can make consistent decisions on identifying independent sets. We need to check all
neighbors of v in different cubes and perform the comparison. The partial result transferred will be
whether vertex v’s random number if larger (or smaller) than all vertices that have been checked in
previous cubes. There are two reasons why GraphSR can also benefit MIS: (1) It computes at local
cube in the first step, but GraphS will compute local at last step. The result is affected by graph
structure and partitioning, certain data sets are more likely to satisfy the condition at local cube.
(2) GraphS only sends message for high-degree vertices (see Section 5.2, but GraphSR propagates
dependence for all vertexes with combined update and dependency communication.

GraphSR cannot benefit algorithms that do not have the above property. For example, in bottom-
up BFS, the condition is that any neighbor belongs to the current frontier. In the beginning and
end of the execution, there are few vertices in the frontier, so many checks turn out to be false. In
GraphS, these cases do not generate update communication to master cube, while GraphSR still
needs to circulate the partial results across cubes. Kmeans is similar, since it can be considered as
BFS with multiple roots.

The key reason why SympleGraph does not implement the method used in GraphSR is that
inter-machine communication is far less efficient than that of PIM. The partial result propagation
requires a relatively small communication batch size. If the batch size is too large, then the partial
result may not be delivered to its next node in circular scheduling on time. As a result, the node may
wait for the partial results. However, small communication batch size is not acceptable in the inter-
machine network, since the latency is too high and small batch size cannot efficiently amortize the
overhead of latency. Therefore, implementing the partial results propagation on the distributed
environment reduces the network bandwidth utilization and leads to worse performance.

7 SYMPLEGRAPH EVALUATION

We evaluate SympleGraph, Gemini [85] and D-Galois [18]. D-Galois is a recent state-of-the-art
distributed graph processing frameworks with better performance than Gemini with 128 to 256
machines.

In the following, we describe the evaluation methodology. After that, we show the results of
several important aspects: (1) comparison of overall performance among the three frameworks;
(2) reduction in communication volume and computation cost; (3) scalability; and (4) piecewise
contribution of each optimization.
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Table 1. Graph Datasets

Graph Abbrev. |V| |E| |V ′ |
|V |

Twitter-2010 [38] tw 42M 1.5 B 0.13

Friendster [41] fr 66M 1.8 B 0.31

R-MAT-Scale27-E32 s27 134M 4.3 B 0.12

R-MAT-Scale28-E16 s28 268M 4.3 B 0.09

R-MAT-Scale29-E8 s29 537M 4.3 B 0.04

Clueweb-12 [11, 59] cl 978M 43 B 0.12

Gsh-2015 [10] gsh 988M 34 B 0.28

|V′| is the number of high-degree vertices.

7.1 Evaluation Methodology

System configuration. We use three clusters in the evaluation: (1) Cluster-A is a private cluster
with 16 nodes. In each node, there are 2 Intel Xeon E5-2630 CPUs (8 cores/CPU) and 64 GB DRAM.
The operating system is CentOS 7.4. MPI library is OpenMPI 3.0.1. The network is Mellanox Infini-
Band FDR (56 Gb/s). The following evaluation results are conducted in Cluster-A unless otherwise
stated. (2) Cluster-B is Stampede2 Skylake (SKX) at the Texas Advanced Computing Center [55].
Each node has 2 Intel Xeon Platinum 8160 (24 cores/CPU) and 192 GB DRAM with 100 Gb/s inter-
connect. It is used to reproduce D-Galois results, which requires 128 machines and fails to fit in
Cluster-A. (3) Cluster-C consists of 10 nodes. Each node is equipped with two Intel Xeon E5-2680v4
CPUs (14 cores/CPU) and 256 GB memory. The network is InfiniBand FDR (56 Gb/s). It is used to
run the two large real-world graphs (Clueweb-12 and Gsh-2015), which requires larger memory
and fails to fit in Cluster-A.

Graph Dataset. The datasets are shown in Table 1. There are four real-world datasets and three
synthesized scale free graphs with R-MAT generator [13]. We use the same generator parameters
as in Graph500 benchmark [27].

For experiments in Cluster-A, we generate three largest possible synthesized graph that fits in
its memory. Any larger graph will cause an out-of-memory error. The scales (logarithm of the
number of vertices) are 27, 28, and 29 and the edge factor (average degree of a vertex) are 32, 16,
and 8, respectively. To run undirected algorithms using directed graphs, we consider every directed
edge as its undirected counterpart. To run directed algorithms using undirected graphs, we convert
the undirected datasets to directed graphs by adding reverse edges.

Graph Algorithms. We evaluate five algorithms discussed before. We use the reference imple-
mentations when they are available in Gemini and D-Galois. While SympleGraph only benefits
the bottom-up BFS, we use adaptive direction-switch BFS [68] that chooses from both top-down
and bottom-up algorithms in each iteration.5, 6 We follow the optimization instructions in D-Galois
by running all partition strategies provided and report the best one as the baseline.7

For BFS, we average the experiment results of 64 randomly generated non-isolated roots. For
each root, we run the algorithm five times. For K-core, 2-core is a subroutine widely used in
strongly connected component [33] algorithm. We also evaluate other values of K. For K-means,

5Adaptive switch is not available in D-Galois. For fair comparison, we implement the same switch in D-Galois.
6Graph sampling implementation is not available in D-Galois.
7We exclude Jagged Cyclic Vertex-Cut and Jagged Blocked Vertex-Cut (in all algorithms) and Over decomposed by 2/4

Cartesian Vertex-Cut (in K-core), because the reference implementations either crashed or produced incorrect results.
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Table 2. K-core Runtime (in Seconds) (Cluster-A)

Graph K Gemini SympleG. Speedup

tw

4 1.9663 1.3009 1.51
8 2.9752 2.0595 1.44
16 4.9062 3.2957 1.49
32 5.8374 3.7916 1.54
64 7.5694 5.1717 1.46

fr

4 14.7322 10.3543 1.42
8 10.1319 6.7909 1.49
16 11.5904 7.4135 1.56
32 21.8317 13.4914 1.62
64 17.9096 11.4387 1.57

we choose the number of clusters as
√
|V | and runs the algorithm for 20 iterations. For algorithms

other than BFS, we run the application 20 times and average the results.

7.2 Performance

Table 4 shows the execution time of all systems. SympleGraph outperforms both Gemini and D-
Galois with 1.46× geomean (up to 3.05×) speedup over the best of the two. For the three synthe-
sized graphs with the same number of edges but different edge factor (s27, s28, and s29), graphs
with larger edge factor have slightly higher speedup in SympleGraph. For K-core, the numbers in
parenthesis use the optimal algorithm with linear complexity in the number of nodes and no loop
dependency [47]. It is slower than SympleGraph for large synthesized graphs, but significantly
faster for Twitter-2010 and Friendster. The reason is that the algorithm is suitable for graphs with
large diameters. Although real-world social graphs have relatively small diameters, they usually
have a long link structure attached to the small-diameter core component.

K-core. Table 2 shows the execution time (using 8 Cluster-A nodes) for different values of K.
SympleGraph has consistent speedup over Gemini regardless of K.

Large Graphs. We run Gemini and SympleGraph with the two large real-world graphs (Gsh-
2015 and Clueweb-12) on Cluster-C. SympleGraph has no improvement for BFS and K-means in
Clueweb-12. The reason is that bottom-up algorithm efficiency depends on graph property. In cl,
it is slower than top-down BFS for most iterations, so they are not chosen by the adaptive switch.
In other test cases, SympleGraph is noticeably better than Gemini.

7.3 Computation and Communication Reduction

The source of performance speedup in SympleGraph is mainly due to eliminating unnecessary
computation and communication with precisely enforcing loop-carried dependency. In graph pro-
cessing, the number of edges traversed is the most significant part of computation. Table 5 shows
the number of edges traversed in Gemini and SympleGraph. The first two columns are edge tra-
versed in Gemini and SympleGraph. The last column is their ratio. We see that SympleGraph
reduces edge traversal across all graph datasets and all algorithms with a 66.91% reduction on
average.

For communication, Gemini and other existing frameworks only have update communication,
while SympleGraph reduces updates but introduces dependency communication. Table 6 shows
the breakdown of communication in SympleGraph. Communication size is counted by message
size in bytes and all the numbers are normalized to the total communication in Gemini. The first
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Table 3. Execution Time (in Seconds) on Large Graphs (Cluster-C)

Graph App. Gemini SympleG. Speedup

gsh

BFS 4.5843 4.6031 1.00
MIS 7.3186 4.1530 1.76

K-core 24.1753 13.4465 1.80
K-means 84.7207 75.7227 1.12
Sampling 4.6578 3.4686 1.34

cl

BFS 16.8839 17.9272 1.00
MIS 11.9406 6.8330 1.75

K-core 171.8570 97.7020 1.76
K-means 128.5634 142.6216 1.00
Sampling 4.5093 3.6143 1.25

Table 4. Execution Time (in Seconds) (Cluster-A)

Graph Gemini D-Galois SymG. Speedup

B
F

S

tw 0.608 2.053 0.264 2.30
fr 1.212 4.993 0.706 1.72

s27 1.054 2.681 0.733 1.44
s28 1.325 3.682 0.976 1.36
s29 1.760 5.356 1.372 1.28

K
-c

o
re

tw 3.021(0.184) 4.125 2.190 1.38
fr 11.258(0.580) 17.213 7.390 1.52

s27 2.754(1.885) 3.512 1.640 1.68
s28 4.432(4.779) 6.056 2.663 1.66
s29 5.413(10.330) 8.534 3.806 1.42

M
IS

tw 2.081 4.056 1.421 1.46
fr 2.363 5.045 1.754 1.35

s27 2.720 5.329 1.861 1.46
s28 3.031 7.110 2.408 1.26
s29 3.600 8.620 2.835 1.27

K
-m

e
a

n
s

tw 17.590 56.748 12.688 1.39
fr 19.212 78.526 13.143 1.46

s27 27.626 61.598 19.279 1.43
s28 34.393 86.632 26.919 1.28
s29 52.087 116.307 41.760 1.25

S
a

m
p

li
n

g tw 0.786

N/A

0.867 0.91

fr 1.180 0.977 1.21
s27 1.388 1.090 1.27
s28 2.051 1.331 1.54
s29 2.932 1.869 1.57

(SympleGraph.upt) and second (SympleGraph.dep) column show update and dependency commu-
nication, respectively. The last column is the total communication of SympleGraph.

There are two important observations. First, s27, s28, and s29 have the same total number of
edges, while s27 traverses consistently less edges than s28 and s29 in all algorithms. On average,
SympleGraph on s27 traverses 24.8% edges compared with Gemini, while on s29 traverses 32.8%.
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Table 5. Number of Traversed Edges (Normalized to

Total Number of Edges in the Graph) (Cluster-A)

Graph Gemini SympG. SympG./Gemini

B
F

S

tw 0.4383 0.2214 0.5051
fr 0.8537 0.3435 0.4024

s27 0.3089 0.0870 0.2815
s28 0.3586 0.1348 0.3760
s29 0.4716 0.1879 0.3985

K
-c

o
re

tw 2.6421 1.1986 0.4537
fr 11.3283 3.1951 0.2820

s27 1.1188 0.3498 0.3126
s28 1.8717 0.6165 0.3294
s29 2.4237 1.0513 0.4338

M
IS

tw 3.9014 1.9750 0.5062
fr 5.4431 2.0479 0.3762

s27 3.1328 0.8717 0.2782
s28 3.4390 1.0174 0.2958
s29 3.7762 1.1970 0.3170

K
-m

e
a

n
s

tw 13.3972 5.5608 0.4151
fr 2.5798 1.8989 0.7361

s27 5.6167 1.7196 0.3062
s28 8.8354 2.7847 0.3152
s29 13.6472 5.3375 0.3911

S
a

m
p

li
n

g tw 1.0313 0.2143 0.2078
fr 1.2097 0.1290 0.1066

s27 1.1096 0.0709 0.0639
s28 1.1498 0.0966 0.0840
s29 1.1912 0.1172 0.0984

When the graph structure is similar (R-MAT), the number of traversed edges is less in graphs
with a larger average degree. A large average degree means more high-degree vertices that Sym-
pleGraph optimizes in differentiated computation. Therefore, s27 has more potential edges when
considering reducing computation. Second, in terms of total communication size, SympleGraph
is less than Gemini in all algorithms except graph vertex sampling. For these algorithms, control
dependency communication is one bit per vertex, because the dependency information indicates
whether the vertex in the previous step has skipped the loop. For graph sampling, data dependency
communication is the current prefix sum. It is one floating-point number for one vertex; thus total
communication might increase.

7.4 Scalability

We first compare the scalability results of SympleGraph with Gemini and D-Galois, running MIS
on graph s27 (Figure 16). The execution time is normalized to SympleGraph with 16 machines. The
data points for Gemini and SympleGraph with 1 machine are missing, because the system is out of
memory. Both Gemini and SympleGraph achieves the best performance with 8 machines. D-Galois
scales to 16 machines, but its best performance requires 128 to 256 machines according to Reference
[18]. In summary, SympleGraph is consistently better than Gemini and D-Galois with 16 machines.
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Table 6. SympleGraph Communication Breakdown

(Normalized to Total Communication Volume in

Gemini) (Cluster-A)

Graph SymG.upt SymG.dep SymG

B
F

S

tw 0.7553 0.0446 0.7999
fr 0.4657 0.0429 0.5085

s27 0.4151 0.0175 0.4326
s28 0.4855 0.0193 0.5047
s29 0.5993 0.0154 0.6147

K
-c

o
re

tw 0.5377 0.0074 0.5450
fr 0.3646 0.0074 0.3719

s27 0.3705 0.0051 0.3755
s28 0.3987 0.0051 0.4038
s29 0.5028 0.0039 0.5067

M
IS

tw 0.4721 0.0313 0.5034
fr 0.3639 0.0259 0.3898

s27 0.3053 0.0199 0.3252
s28 0.3336 0.0208 0.3544
s29 0.4127 0.0160 0.4287

K
-m

e
a

n
s

tw 0.6854 0.0250 0.7103
fr 0.7044 0.0393 0.7437

s27 0.3306 0.0100 0.3406
s28 0.3797 0.0118 0.3915
s29 0.5188 0.0106 0.5294

S
a

m
p

li
n

g tw 0.1877 1.1578 1.3455
fr 0.1637 0.7238 0.8875

s27 0.1706 0.6558 0.8264
s28 0.2106 0.7050 0.9157
s29 0.2565 0.7504 1.0069

Fig. 16. Scalability (MIS/s27).

From 8 to 16 machines, SympleGraph has a smaller slowdown compared with Gemini, thanks to
the reduction in communication and computation. Thus, SympleGraph scales better than Gemini.

COST. The COST metric [50] is an important measure of scalability for distributed systems. It
is the number of cores a distributed system need to outperform the fastest single-thread imple-
mentation. We use the MIS algorithm in Galois [54] and s27 graph as the single-thread baseline.
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Table 7. Execution Time (in Seconds) of

MIS Using the Best-performing Number

of Nodes (in Parenthesis) on Cluster-B

Graph D-Galois SympleGraph

tw 1.321(128) 1.113(2)

fr 1.355(128) 0.823(4)

s27 1.258(128) 0.911(4)

s28 1.380(128) 1.159(4)

s29 1.565(128) 1.420(4)

Fig. 17. Analysis of optimizations (baseline is SympleGraph with only circulant scheduling).

The COST of Gemini and SympleGraph is 4, while the COST of D-Galois is 64. We also use the
BFS algorithm in GAPBS [8] and tw graph as another baseline. GAPBS finishes in 2.29 s, while
SympleGraph takes 2.66 and 1.83 s for 2 and 3 threads, respectively. The cost of SympleGraph is 3.

D-Galois. To evaluate the best performance of D-Galois, We reproduce the results with Cluster-
B. The results are shown in Table 7. As the SKX nodes have more powerful CPUs and network,
SympleGraph requires less number of nodes (2 or 4 nodes) for the best performance. D-Galois
achieves similar or worse performance with 128 nodes. While D-Galois scales better with a large
number of nodes, running increasingly common graph analytics applications in the supercomputer
is not convenient. In fact, for these experiments, the jobs have waited for days to be executed. Based
on the results, SympleGraph on a local cluster with 4 nodes can fulfill the work of D-Galois with 128
nodes. We believe using SympleGraph on a small-scale distributed cluster is the most convenient
and practical solution.

7.5 Analysis of SympleGraph Optimizations

In this section, we analyze the piecewise contribution of the proposed optimizations over circu-
lant scheduling, i.e., differential dependency propagation, and double buffering. We run all appli-
cations on four versions of SympleGraph with different optimizations enabled. Due to space limit,
Figure 17 only shows the geometric average results of all algorithms. For each graph dataset, we
normalize the runtime to the version with basic circulant scheduling. Note that here the baseline
is not Gemini.

Double buffering effectively reduce the execution time in all cases. It successfully hides the
latency of dependency communication and reduces synchronization overhead. Differential propa-
gation optimization alone has little performance impact, because synchronization is still the bot-
tleneck without double buffering. When combined with double buffering, differential propagation
has a noticeable effect. This shows that our trade-off consideration in update and dependency
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Table 8. Datasets

Graph #Vertices #Edges

ego-Twitter (TT) [48] 81K 2.4M

Enwiki2013 (WK) [77] 4.2M 101M

LiveJournal (LJ) [42] 4.8M 69M

Twitter2010 (TW) [38] 42M 1.5B

Friendster (FR) [41] 66M 1.8B

communication is effective. Overall, when all optimizations are applied, the performance is always
better than individual optimization.

8 GRAPHS AND GRAPHSR EVALUATION

8.1 Evaluation Methodology

PIM System configuration. We evaluate GraphS based on zSim [63], a scalable x86-64 multicore
simulator. We modified zSim according to HMC’s memory and interconnection model, heteroge-
neous compute units, on-chip network and other hardware features. While zSim does not natively
support HMC interconnection simulation, we insert a NOC layer between LLC and memory to
simulate different intra-cube and inter-cube memory bandwidth. The results are validated against
NDP [22]. For compute units, we use 256 single-issue in-order cores in all test cases. Each core has
32 KB L1 instruction cache and 64K L1 data cache. Cache line size is 64 B and simulation frequency
is 1,000 MHz. Each core has a 16-entry message queue and 32 KB L1 instruction cache, with no L2
or shared cache. For memory configuration, we use 16 cubes (8 GB capacity, 512 banks). The cubes
are connected with the Dragonfly topology [37]. The maximal internal data bandwidth of each
cube is 320 GB/s. For meaningful comparison, the configurations are the same as GraphQ [86]

The energy consumption of the inter-cube interconnect is estimated as two components: (a)
dynamic energy, which is proportional to the number of flit transfer events that happen among
each pair of cubes; (b) static energy, which corresponds to the energy cost when the interconnect
is plugged in power but in idle state (i.e., no transfer event happens). We use zSim to count the
number of transfer events and use ORION 3.0 [36] to model the dynamic and static power of each
router. We calculate the leakage energy of the whole interconnect from the flit transfers. We also
validated Table 1 in Reference [72] with McPAT [43].

Graph Dataset. We tested with TT,WK,LJ,TW,FR in Table 8. These data sets are smaller com-
pared to the evaluation on real cluster due to the simulation speed limitation. To run algorithm on
directed graphs, we convert the un-directed datasets to directed graphs by adding reverse edges.
For large graphs (TW, FR), due to the slow simulation speed, we show results of the first several
iterations and the speedups are not used in calculating average speedups.

8.2 Performance Improvements

Figure 18 shows the execution cycles of GraphS and GraphSR normalized to GraphQ [86]. For
BFS and Kmeans, speedup is on average 1.57× and 1.86× and at maximum 1.70× and 2.43× . For
kcore-{2,3,4}, GraphS’s speedup is on average 2.96×, 2.93×, 2.84× and 4.37×, 4.09×, 3.86× at maxi-
mum, and GraphSR’s speedup is on average 13.98×, 13.92×, 12.52× and 19.91×, 17.43×, 15.83× at
maximum. When K becomes lager, the speedup gradually becomes less. For MIS, since the second
phase is not optimized, the speedup for GraphS is on average 1.60× and at maximum 1.89× and
for GraphSR on average 9.67× and at maximum 14.31× (slightly less than that of kcore). GraphS
outperforms baseline with a speedup up to 2.30× (1.55× on average).
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Fig. 18. GraphS and GraphSR runtime. Fig. 19. GraphS and GraphSR energy.

Fig. 20. GraphS and GraphSR actual compute. Fig. 21. GraphS and GraphSR communication.

8.3 Breakdown and Load Imbalance

The Figure 22 shows the breakdown of runtime into communication, computation and synchro-
nization. For GraphSR,Send indicates the runtime percentage of sending accumulated results. For
GraphS and GraphQ, Communication time was overlapped an included in the Sync time. The
load imbalance of GraphS with dependancy message is slightly better than GraphQ in most cases.
This is because vertexes with higher degrees are more likely to satisfy dependency, removing un-
necessary computation with dependency message can help to reduce the imbalance. GraphSR cuts
down more than 80% of the total runtime, and lead to very imbalance result. This imbalance is due
to graph partition and nature of this method. Given the significant speedups of GraphSR, we do
not believe it is a critical issue.

8.4 Energy Reduction

The Figure 19 shows the interconnect energy consumption of GraphS compared with GraphQ.
The energy cost of the interconnect consists of both the static consumption and the dynamic con-
sumption, which are determined by the execution time (performance) and communication amount,
respectively. GraphS reduces energy cost by 51.6% on average and 76.9% at maximum. GraphSR
reduces energy cost by 91.41% on average and 94.99% at maximum.
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Fig. 22. Runtime breakdown of GraphSR, GraphQ, and GraphS.

8.5 Computation and Communication Reduction

We summed the number of edges computed and number of apply to estimate the computation cost,
as shown in The Figure 20. GraphSR can reduce the actual computation to only 4.91% on average
and 2.18% at maximum. GraphS can reduce to 62.6% on average and 14.9% at maximum.

The Figure 21 shows the reduction of the communication, GraphSR reduces a huge proportion
of communication. For example, in K-core algorithm (K = 2), for vertices with 2 or more edges at
first cube, there would be no communication, for vertices with 1 edge at first cube, there would
be only one message needed, because if it only has one edge, then only a result be sent to master,
if it has more edges at the next cube, then just partial result send to the next cube and it would
satisfy there. For GraphS, in dataset like liveJournal[42], as K grows larger, there is little save of
communication. GraphS could reduces transfer to 67.2% on average and 49.5% at maximum. And
GraphSR could reduces transfer to 9.77% on average and 2.21% at maximum.

In distributed cluster, we calculated the number of edges traversed to show computation reduc-
tion. As in Table 5, GraphS reduces edge traversed to 43.6% on average and 28.2% at maximum.
For communication, the upt msg and dep msg column in Table 6 indicate the amount of update
and dependency communication, and the total comm column means the total communication. All
normalized to total communication in Gemini. We can see that GraphS indeed incurs much less
total communication than Gemini.

9 RELATED WORK

BFS Systems. References [9, 12] are distributed BFS systems for high performance computing.
They enforce loop-carried dependency only for BFS and a specific graph partition. SympleGraph
works for general graph algorithms and data partitions.
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Edge-centric Graph Systems. X-stream [61] proposes edge-centric programming model. It is mo-
tivated by the fact that sequential access bandwidth is larger than random bandwidth for all
storage (memory and disk). X-stream partitions the graph into edge blocks and process all the
edges in the block sequentially. However, the updates to the destination vertices are random. To
avoid random access, X-stream maintains an update list and append the updates sequentially. For
each vertex, its updates are scattered in the list. It is infeasible to track the dependency and skip
computation in X-stream. Edge-centric systems have other drawbacks and recent state-of-the-
art systems are vertex-centric. Therefore, SympleGraph is based on vertex-centric programming
model.

Asynchronous Graph Systems. References [46, 73–75] propose to relax the dependency of differ-
ent vertex functions H across iterations. SympleGraph enforces dependency in I (in Definition 2.1)
within one iteration. The dependency is different and thus the optimizations are orthogonal. We
will leave it as future work to enable both in one system.

Graph compiler. IrGL [57] and Abelian [23] are similar to the first analysis part in Symple-
Graph. IrGL focuses on intermediate representation and architecture-specific (GPU) optimizations.
Abelian automates some general communication optimizations with static code instrumentation.
For example, on-demand optimization reduces communication by recording the updates and send-
ing only the updated values. SympleGraph also uses instrumentation, but the objective is to trans-
form loop-carried dependency, which is not explored in graph compilers.

Graph Domain Specific Language. Many graph DSLs leverage algorithm information by asking
the users to program in a new programming interface to express new semantics. GraphIt [84] and
GreenMarl [31] are designed for shared-memory graph processing. SocialLite [65] and GRAPE [20]
are DSLs for distributed processing. However, they did not address the dependency issue described
in this article. For example, GRAPE describes graph algorithms with “partial evaluation,” “incre-
mental evaluation” and “combine.” Its system implementation is not efficient: the reported dis-
tributed performance on 24 machines is worse than single-thread naive implementation on a lap-
top [49].

Graph Processing Architectures. Tesseract [1] is the first PIM-based accelerator and is the baseline
of this article. [56] is an accelerator that support dependence tracking in asynchronous graph pro-
cessing. GraphPIM [53] demonstrates the performance benefits for graph applications by adding
the atomic operations to PIM. Graphicionado [30] is a high performance customized graph accel-
erator, based on specialized memory subsystem, instead of PIM. GraphP [83] proposes a graph
partitioning method that reduces inter-cube communication. GraphQ [86] further reduces com-
munication at intra-cube, inter-cube, inter-node levels. [5] characterized the memory system per-
formance of graph processing workloads and proposed a physically decoupled prefetcher that
improves the performance of these workloads. [35, 52] explores online traversal scheduling strate-
gies that exploit the community structure of real-world graphs to improve locality. GraphS is a
synchronous graph processing accelerator. It eliminates both communication and computation in
PIM.

10 CONCLUSION

This article proposes novel graph processing frameworks for distributed system and Processing-
In-Memory architecture that precisely enforces loop-carried dependency, i.e., when a condition
is satisfied by a neighbor, all following neighbors can be skipped. Our approach instruments the
UDFs to express the loop-carried dependency, then the distributed execution framework enforces
the precise semantics by performing dependency propagation dynamically. Enforcing loop-carried
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dependency requires the sequential processing of the neighbors of each vertex distributed in
different nodes—machines or memory cubes. We propose to use circulant scheduling in the frame-
work to allow different nodes to process disjoint sets of edges/vertices in parallel while satisfying
the sequential requirement. Moreover, the precise loop-carried dependency can be selectively ap-
plied only to the large-degree vertices, reducing the additional dependency propagation commu-
nication that does not exist before. Combined, they achieve an excellent trade-off between precise
semantics and parallelism—the benefits of eliminating total unnecessary computation and com-
munication offset the reduced parallelism. We implemented a new distributed graph processing
framework SympleGraph, and two variants of runtime systems—GraphS and GraphSR—for PIM-
based graph processing architecture. In a 16-node cluster, SympleGraph outperforms Gemini and
D-Galois on average by 1.42× and 3.30×, and up to 2.30× and 7.76×, respectively. The communica-
tion reduction compared to Gemini is 40.95% on average and up to 67.48%. Compared to GraphQ,
the state-of-the-art PIM-based graph processing architecture, GraphS achieves on average 2.2×
(maximum 4.37×) speedup, on average 32.8% (maximum 50.5%) inter-cube communication reduc-
tion. They lead to 51.6% energy saving on average. With partial results propagation, GraphSR
achieves on average 12.5× (maximum 19.91×) speedup, on average 90.23% (maximum 97.79%) inter-
cube communication reduction. They lead to 91.4% energy saving on average.
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